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RENORMING DUAL BANACH LATTICES

N. GHOUSSOUB

Abstract. We show that a Banach lattice is order continuous as well as its dual if

and only if it admits an equivalent Fréchet differentiable and locally uniformly

convex lattice norm such that its dual norm is also locally uniformly convex.

Introduction. A norm || || on a Banach space is said to be locally uniformly convex

if ll*iill -* 11*11 an<i II* + xn\\ -*2||x|| imply that x„ ->• x strongly. Kadec showed
that every separable Banach space has an equivalent uniformly convex norm [2].

Trojanski extended this to all weakly compactly generated spaces [2]. Recently, L.

Vasak [8] extended it to all weakly Ä-analytic Banach spaces. A characterization of

Banach spaces which are locally uniformly convexifiable is still an open problem.

A norm || || on a Banach space E is said to be Fréchet differentiable if, for every x

in E, limA_>0(||x + Xy\\ — ||x||)/À exists uniformly for y in the unit sphere of E.

Kadec and Klee [2] showed that a separable Banach space with a separable dual

admits an equivalent norm which is locally uniformly convex, Fréchet differentia-

ble and such that its dual norm is also uniformly convex. John and Zizler [2]

extended this result to weakly compactly Banach spaces (W.C.G.) having also

W.C.G. duals.

In the case of a Banach lattice, it is natural to require that the new equivalent

norm be also a lattice norm (|x| < \y\ => ||x|| < \\y\\)- In this direction Davis,

Ghoussoub and Lindenstrauss showed that a Banach lattice E has an equivalent

locally uniformly convex lattice norm if and only if E has an order continuous

norm [1]. Aside from yielding lattice renormings, the methods of [1] imply the

existence of equivalent locally uniformly convex norms on some spaces which are

not "small" in the sense of separable or weakly compactly generated, provided, of

course, these spaces are equipped with a lattice structure.

In this note, we give a lattice analog to the result of John and Zizler, that is a

Banach lattice has an order continuous norm as well as its dual if and only if it has

an equivalent locally uniformly convex lattice norm, Fréchet differentiable, such

that its dual norm is also locally uniformly convex. For more details about Banach

lattices, we refer to the book of Lindenstrauss and Tzafriri [5].

We start by giving the following easy lemma which shows that Asplund's

averaging technique conserves the lattice property of the averaged norms.
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Lemma. If f0 and g0 are two lattice norms on Banach lattice E, then the norms

defined by

.     fo + go ,      f x     . J fo(x + y) + g0(x -y) \
fx =—2—  and g¿*) = infi-2->y^E\

are also lattice.

Proof. The norm/, is trivially lattice. For gx, notice that

gx(x) = inf{/0(/) + g0(x - t); t E E).

We want to show that the infimum may be taken over the r's in the order interval

[0, x]. For that, suppose x in E+ ; then, since /„ and g0 are lattice norms, we have

gx(x) = inf{/0(|i|) + g0(|x - t\); t E E)

> mi{f0(\t\) + g0(|x - |/| |); t G E)

= inf{f0(t) + g0(\x-t\);tEE+}

> inf{/0(f A x) + g0(x - t /\x);t E E+]

= inf{/0(i) + g0(x - s); 0 < s < x}.

Suppose now 0 < x < x'. For every t,0 < t < x', we have

/o(' A x) + g0(x - t A x) < f0(t) + g0(x' - t).

It follows that g,(x) < gx(x').

The main result is the following.

Theorem. If E is a Banach lattice, the following properties are equivalent:

(1) E and E* have order continuous norms.

(2) There exists an equivalent lattice norm on E which is locally uniformly convex,

Fréchet differentiable and such that its dual norm is also locally uniformly convex on

E*.

Proof. (1)=*(2). Since E has an order continuous norm, there exists by

Theorem 1.2 of [1] an equivalent lattice normp, which is locally uniformly convex.

For the dual E*, we are going to use the same construction of the norm as in [1],

but be more careful to insure that the new norm is weak star lower semicontinuous.

Suppose first that E* has a weak unit e*. We claim that E also has a weak unit e.

If not, then there exists in F a normalized uncountable family (xa)aer of positive

pairwise disjoint elements. Since e*(xa) is strictly positive for every a in T, there

exist 5 > 0 and an uncountable subset T' of T such that e*(xa) > 8 for all a in T'.

It is easily seen that the closed linear space of (xa)aer is a sublattice of E, lattice

isomorphic to / '(r'), which is a contradiction.

Consider now (E*, e), the completion of E* equipped with the L-norm \\x*\\x =

e(|x*|). It is an A — L space; hence there exists a probability space (ñ, ^, P) such

that (E*, e) is lattice isomorphic to Ll(&, §', P). Since the order interval [-e, e] is

weakly compact, the dual of (E*, e) is the A — M space Ee which is the ideal

generated by e. It follows that the inclusion map E* -» Lx(ß, 5", P) is weak star to

weak continuous [7, p. 114].
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For every n and every / in E* define xpn(f) = supp^A)<l/n\\fx4 We- The norm xpn is

weak star lower semicontinuous, since/—*fXi ls a projection band in E*, hence

weak star continuous. Define now on E* the norm

Ill/Ill - IKII/H*., Ill/Ill..*x(f),Uf),--.)h
where |||/|||i is the locally uniformly convex lattice norm constructed in [1] on

L'(ß, W, P) and c0 is the Banach lattice c0 equipped with Day's norm [2, p. 94]. By

the above ||| ||| is weak star lower semicontinuous, and by [1] it is locally uniformly

convex and lattice.

Suppose now E* does not have a weak unit. Let (e*)aeT be a maximal

orthogonal system in E*, that is E* = 2„er © E* where each E* is the closed

ideal generated by e*. Since E has an order continuous norm, E* is weak star

closed; hence E* is the dual of E/E*° where E*° is the polar of E* (bipolar

theorem). By the above, E/E*° has a weak unit which if "lifted" to E gives an

element ea in E, strictly positive on E*. Let now Lx(ßa, ^a, Pa) be the space

associated to the functional ea: We get that the inclusion map E* —» Lx(iia, 3F0, Pa)

is weak star to weak continuous and from the first part of the proof, we may

construct a locally uniformly convex lattice norm ||| |||0 on E* which is weak star

lower semicontinuous.

We proceed again as in [1]; let Qa denote the band projection of E* onto E*. It

is weak star continuous. Therefore

Gn(f) = supi(card^) 2 \\\QJ\\L + If7 ~  2   Ô« ,/|    l'A E T, card A = «}

is weak star lower semicontinuous and the norm defined by

Ill/Ill -Kll/ll** (2-nG„(/))n,(|||ßa/|||a)aer)||co({o}u^ur)

is weak star lower semicontinuous. It follows that there exists a lattice norm p2 on

E such that its dual norm is ||| ||| which is locally uniformly convex; hence p2 is

Fréchet differentiable. Now, apply Asplund's averaging technique top, andp2 and

the lemma to get the required norm [2, p. 106].

The converse follows immediately from [1].

Corollary. A Banach lattice is reflexive if and only if it can be given an

equivalent lattice norm such that both the space and its dual are simultaneously locally

uniformly convex and Fréchet differentiable.

Half of this follows from the theorem above; the converse depends on a theorem

of V. L. Smul'yan [2, p. 34] that if E* has a Fréchet differentiable norm, then E is

reflexive.

Remarks. A well-known result of Ekeland and Lebourg [4] asserts that if a

Banach space has a Fréchet differentiable equivalent norm, then it is an Asplund

space. The converse for this result is still an open problem. It is also well known

that if a dual Banach space can be renormed dually in a locally uniformly convex

manner then it has the Radon-Nikodym property. Recently, G. A. Edgar [3]

constructed the "long James space", which is a dual Banach space with the
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Radon-Nikodym property, but cannot be renormed dually to be locally uniformly

convex. But it is easy to see that this space is not a Banach lattice. Therefore the

following question remains open: Is every dual Banach lattice with the Radon-

Nikodym property renormable to be a dual locally uniformly convex Banach

lattice? The above theorem gives a positive answer to this question when the

predual E is countably order complete and E* has the Radon-Nikodym property,

but the weak star lower semicontinuity of the constructed norm relies heavily on E

being order continuous. One way of trying to use the construction above is to show

that if a dual Banach lattice has the Radon-Nikodym property, then it has at least

one order continuous predual. This question coincides with a problem asked by

Lotz [6] and which was answered negatively by a counterexample of Talagrand [9].
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